
Reduce costs and paper wastage
Users are able to release and collect their documents 
at the device eliminating needless printing, reducing 
print costs and paper wastage.

Eco friendly 

By eliminating needless printing, your organisation is 
endorsing more ecofriendly work practices.

Better security

Releasing and collecting documents from the device
itself will eliminate the risk of sensitive information
leakages. 

Monitor and control printing
Comprehensive reports allow businesses to actively 
track all user printing activities, thus providing the 
recognition of printing inefficiencies and therefore 
enabling improved printing practices.

Better productivity

A user’s ability to print from anywhere enables better 
workflow. If one printer is out of order, this won’t 
impact a user’s ability to print. 

Benefits
Toshiba’s pull printing solution can help your business to do more with less equipment and valuable capital

resources. Pull printing will allow organisations to have less devices and do more by allowing users to collect their 

work from any device on the network with pull printing installed. The feature allows organisations to move away from

dedicated devices on desks to a “kiosk” style print facility.
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Secure Printing

Pull Printing allows a user to print and collect a document from any location and device anywhere within your 
organisation. This pull printing solution, often referred to as ‘FindMe’ printing, improves your employee productivity 
by helping them to work faster and more efficiently.

In an increasingly eco-friendly environment, pull printing allows your organisation to reduce paper wastage and 
printing costs. Jobs are only released when users identify themselves at the device with either a swipe of
an existing security card or pin number release, therefore no more needlessly printed paper left at the printer. 

Organisations with a number of Multi Function Printers will feel the benefit of this solution, giving users the ability 
to send documents to different departments, levels and across different servers throughout your organisation.

You secure your staff access - but what about your companies intellectual property?
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